
CUSTOM HIP BRACE 

PLEASE NOTE: If you have not done casting on a live subject, we recommend you have someone or 
your veterinarian who has.  A good cast will result in a good brace as the cast is the foundation of how 
we make the brace.  If Fabrication confirms the cast unusable, it will need to be re-done, delaying the 
build process.  If you have any questions on the process please contact us at care@aocpet.com or 
651-440-9321.  

Items not included in your kit but will be needed to do the casting: room temperature/cool water in 
a bowl, scissors and a few people to help you (recommend at least 4, but will be dependent on your 
dog’s size and temperament)

Casting steps:

1.) Identify who will be doing what during the casting. We recommend one person cast, at least 
two people to help keep the dog standing and still, and 1-2 people to hold the yellow cut 
strips in place.

2.) Put the rubber gloves on (person who is casting will need these gloves). For anyone that may 
be touching the casting tape, having gloves on will be helpful so that the residue does not get 
on your hands.  

3.) For this type of brace, it is important to cast the dog standing up.  Depending on the severity 
of your pet, you may need a person or two to help keep the dog up and standing. 

4.) The larger stockinette needs to cover the back, hip and torso areas of the pet.  To best do this, 
make a small slit on the left and right side of the stockinette about 3 inches from one of the 
ends of the stockinette for each leg to go through.

5.) Put one leg of the dog in one of the holes and the other leg of the dog in the other hole.  
6.) Bring up the stockinette so it covers the hip and back area.  Tuck the tail of the dog under the 

body stockinette so that it doesn’t get in your way while casting.
7.) Place the smaller stockinettes over each back leg, covering the thigh and down past the knee.  

Have the limb stockinettes go over the body stockinette so all fur is covered up and the limb 
stockinettes are overlapping with the body stockinette.   

8.) Place the longer yellow cut strip down the back.  Place the other two yellow cut strips down 
each thigh, past the knee of dog (each cut strip should lay on the side of the leg). Make sure 
the grooves are facing up.  This will give you a path to cut the cast off with a hook knife.  

9.) Open the first fiberglass casting material package.  Note: The air activates the tape just as 
much as water does.  So as soon as you open the casting tape, dunk it in water right away.  
Submerge the fiberglass in room temperature/cool water for about 5 seconds and   squeeze 
water out a couple times. Use 2 inch casting tape for the thighs and the 3 inch for the body.

CASTING INSTRUCTIONS



10.) Start wrapping below one of the knees and work your way up the leg.  After you have 1-2 
layers on the leg, take the casting roll and bring it over the hips of the dog and wrap it two times 
around the lower hip area so that it all connected.  Once you run out of the first roll, open the sec-
ond roll and do the same thing on the other leg.  Once the legs have 1-2 layers, then do another 
layer or two on the legs so that you have 3-4 layers total everywhere, ensuring to cross it over the 
hips after the 3-4 layers are done.  
11.) Continue to wrap the hips all the way up to mid torso, doing 3-4 layers total for the entire cast.   
Since the tape sets in 1-3 minutes it is important you wrap fast so that this cast will adhere togeth-
er and stay as one piece.  Make sure you wrap snug otherwise it will unravel.  Make sure you do 
not get any casting tape directly on the dog’s fur.  
12.) Smooth the cast with your hands making sure to get all contours of the areas.
After you are done casting allow the cast to set for 3-5 minutes. 

13.) Draw a line over the length of the cut-strips where you will be cutting.

14.) Cut down the length of the cut strip along the spine first using the cutting tool. Then cut down 
the hip/limb cut strips with the cutting tool.  Pull the cut-strips out from cast and remove cast.  Use 
scissors to cut off stockinette so it’s an easier removal from the body. 

15. ) By the end you should have a cast that is all one piece, covering the dog’s mid torso, hips 
and legs down past the knees.  The entire cast should be in-tact without unraveling and little to no 
bumps.

16.) With a sharpie, write the dog’s name on the cast and order number.

17.) Return the cast and completed order form to the address on the attached cover sheet

Notes:
We always recommend for people to do a practice round or two before doing the actual casting, es-
pecially if you are going to do it at home.  This allows you and your pet to get more comfortable with 
the process and it will help you determine if you need more or less people to help cast. Take some 
some Coban wrap and go through these exact steps to practice.  

If you are uncertain if you made a good cast, please reach out to Customer Care by email and send 
them a couple photos of the cast and describing your concerns.


